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Weigand, traveled by cover wagon from Mt. He quickly subleased desk space in a retail storeroom at N.
Market and his lifelong love affair with Wichita began. Wichita was newly established in , just 32 years after
its rough and wild beginning. The population had grown to 25, and it was the largest city within miles,
covering seven square miles. This made the distance between home and employment a prime consideration
when purchasing a home. By , the local population had rapidly reached 55, and the Wichita real estate market
was booming! Weigand expanded his business by leasing a one-room office in the new four story Bitting
Building located at N. Market in Downtown Wichita. During this period J. He had no office staff and kept
track of all of his transactions on a multitude of scrap pieces of paper in his suit pockets. Weigand firm to two.
In the following year the name of the firm was changed to J. To an increasing number of Wichitans, the name
Weigand came to define real estate. Wichita is the Indianapolis of the Southwest. The greatest commercial and
financial center of its size in the world. Population now 45,; will soon have , The following year Nestor Sr.
Weigand passed away in the comfort of his home. Despite the fact that he had never driven an automobile, he
had nevertheless made hundreds of real estate deals by walking the streets of Wichita. The editorial page of
the Wichita paper featured the following editorial: For 48 years the late J. Weigand sold Wichita real estate on
the basis of an unabiding faith in the future of the City, a faith which was founded upon a thorough knowledge
of what constitutes real values, present and future. For the nearly 50 years of his activity he saw property
values advance surely and steadily, based upon the growth of the city and its importance as a business center.
Surely, a vindication of the faith he had in the future of Wichita. No man had a more complete knowledge of
Wichita real estate. It could almost be said that he carried a plat of the city in his head, so thoroughly was he
informed upon the subject. He was of that remarkable generation which, casting their lot with the City at the
beginning of its growth, lived to see the fulfillment of his predictions. He will be greatly missed from the
scene he knew so well. Within the company he served the dual role of residential sales manager and salesman.
In , Michael C. Weigand returned from service in the army and became associated with the firm. In , Nestor,
Jr. Continuing his involvement in local, national and international real estate, Nestor Weigand, Jr. March 7, ,
Michael C. Today Nestor Weigand Jr. View the current leaders of our company who are moving us into the
future here. Our proud history and place in the area is our basis for an ongoing effort to search for new and
better ways to serve our associates, staff, sellers, buyers and community.
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The very first Rand McNally map, created using a new cost-saving wax engraving method, appeared in the
December edition of its Railroad Guide. Rand McNally became an incorporated business in , with Rand as its
president and McNally as vice president. The Business Atlas, containing maps and data pertinent to business
planning, was first published in Rand McNally began publishing educational maps in with its first line of
maps, globes, and geography textbooks, soon followed by a world atlas. Hammond, who later started his own
map company, C. In , the company acquired the line of Photo-Auto Guides from G. Chapin, which provided
photographs of routes and intersections with directions. Rand McNally was the first major map publisher to
embrace a system of numbered highways. One of its cartographers , John Brink, invented a system that was
first published in on a map of Peoria, Illinois. In addition to creating maps with numbered roads, Rand
McNally also erected many of the actual roadside highway signs. This system was subsequently adopted by
state and federal highway authorities. The oil industry quickly developed an interest in road maps, enticing
Americans to explore and consume more gasoline. In , Rand McNally began publishing road maps for the
Gulf Oil Company, to be freely distributed at its service stations. The first full-color edition was published in
It became fully digitized in Paul Goode , was published in It became a standard text for high school and
college geography curricula. In the s it was turned into a chain with 29 locations, but by all had been closed as
a cost-saving measure. The company opened its Versailles, Kentucky , book publishing plant in with , square
feet 28, m2 and 23 employees. In , the plant was the first to implement a new Kodak computer-to-plate
printing system. In , because the company was not satisfied with the ability of existing map projections to
create intuitive depictions of the entire world, they commissioned Dr. Robinson to develop what became
known as the Robinson projection , which became very popular and was used extensively for constructing
maps of the entire world. The McNally family was the majority owner for nearly years, from until , at which
time the family decided to divest its majority stake. However, the company fell behind the technology curve of
upstarts such as MapQuest and fell further into debt. The building was sold to Ida Crown Jewish Academy.
Facilities Rand McNally had been headquartered in Chicago since its inception. By the s its Chicago area
workforce had grown to over 1, employees and larger facilities were needed. Over the ensuing decades,
however, printing and distribution operations were relocated, eventually resulting in the underutilization of its
aging Skokie building. Maps in were closed in [19]. The company was incorporated in with Rand as the first
president and McNally vice-president. When Rand retired in , Andrew McNally assumed the role of president
until his death in Andrew McNally II took over in Apatoff former head of Allstate marketing [27] [28] â€”
Dave Muscatel Acquisitions Rand McNally has made many acquisitions over the years to consolidate the
crowded map publishing industry or to extend its capabilities in new markets. All Champion Map products
had disappeared, but in Rand began using the brand on street maps for selected small markets. Was sold off as
part of Rand McNally Canada in Bing Crosby used to tell of a fishing spot so secret that Rand would not tell
McNally. It tells the story of a man who gets into trouble all over the world and draws maps to, "remember
never to go back to that place again.
3: Rand McNally Driving Directions and Maps
Rand McNally's Easy To Read State Folded Map is a must-have for anyone traveling in and around Kansas, offering
unbeatable accuracy and reliability at a great price.
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Rand McNally Greater Kansas City street guide Shows Kansas City of Kansas and Kansas City of Missouri and vicinity.
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5: Rand McNally Standard Map of Kansas :: Kansas Maps Collected by Craig Miner
The map includes Kansas City, Lawrence, Manhattan, Salina, Topeka, Wichita, and downtown Kansas city, MO.
Includes distance chart and index.

6: Rand McNally : definition of Rand McNally and synonyms of Rand McNally (English)
Story time just got better with Prime Book Box, a subscription that delivers hand-picked children's books every 1, 2, or 3
months â€” at 40% off List Price.

7: Our Company History
A must-have for all who drive, the Rand McNally State Folded Map of Kansas offers full-color maps that show: â€¢
Interstate, U.S., State and County Highways, Streets and Toll Roads â€¢ National and State Parks, Campsites, Golf
Courses.

8: Kansas maps from Omnimap, the leading international map store with , map titles.
Home Kansas Maps Collected by Craig Miner Rand McNally Standard Map of Kansas Reference URL To link to this
object, paste this link in email, IM or document.

9: - Reviews & Prices @ Yahoo! Shopping
Rand McNally specializes in maps, navigation, road travel, and trip planning. Our new connected-car device, Overdryve
brings advanced luxury car features to any car.
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